Community Public Health Equity Awardee Kickoff Meeting

Pat Allen

The role of community-based organizations

We asked... What do you need?

Uplift community priorities

Looking outside the box

Showing up matters!

Help resources

A seat at the table

Our goal is to eliminate health inequities by 2030

Welcome Dolly England & Director Pat Allen

Community engagement my whole life.
Community Public Health Equity
Awardee Kickoff Meeting

Building on Community Strengths

Evidence-based Practice...
Lack of Evidence

Gather • Share • Learn

Our Intersectionalities

Self-care and Caring for Each Other

Our Diversity and Our Commonalities

Go Deeper – Our Differences Are Often Apparent But Not That Important

Systemic Barriers

Learning from COVID

Share Our Knowledge & Practice

Visionary Thinking

Belonging

Health Equity is Contextual

Journey

Not Linear

"If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go together."

Keynote

Dr. James Mason

Visual Notes: Reilly Dow | PinkFish.ca
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**WHAT PROJECT IN YOUR ORGANIZATION MOST EXCITED TO DO THROUGH THIS GRANT?**

- Connect, Engage, Support

**WHAT DO YOU WANT OTHER COMMUNITY MEMBERS TO KNOW ABOUT YOUR WORK?**

- Growing Internal Capacity
- Nimble and Responsive

**STRENGTHS**

- Mental Healthcare
- This work is a breath of fresh air

**COMUNITIIES TO FEEL SAFE**

- Prevention
- Open access for all

**IMAGERY, DESCRIPTORS, SYMBOLS?**

- Communities
- Love & Look Deeper
- Growing
- Social Determinants of Health

**HELPING PEOPLE GET THE CARE THEY NEED**

- Young people to teach us it's cool on TikTok

**FLOW OF RESOURCES NEW PATHWAYS**

- Knowledge, Experience, Cultural Contributions
- Community
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Express GRATITUDE and Recognize the Past & Harms that exist in the fabric of the State of Oregon

Starting from strengths, assets & community knowledge

Visioning for the future

Partnership &

Closing Remarks
Director Rachael Banks

Visual Notes: Reilly Dow | pinkfish.ca